Distinguished Alumni in Service: Candidates should show conspicuous service to the BAC, the profession of architecture, to their community, or to humanity in general. Their service should require untiring efforts over an extended period, judicious evaluation of time honored traditions at the BAC, to the profession, to their community or to humanity in general, thru constructive changes which enhance educational objectives of the BAC and its place in the architectural community, thru constructive work which enhances, promotes and improves the profession or their community, thru achievements in public service and thru constructive work on behalf of humanity in general which enhance and improve living conditions for people of all classes, races, religions or nationalities”

Distinguished Alumni in Practice: “Candidates should show outstanding creativity, leadership and dedication in the Practice of Architecture, Interior Design, Landscape Architecture, Design Studies or whatever direction and/or profession their BAC education has taken them in.”

Selfless Labor Award: “Candidates should show conspicuous service to the BAC over an extended period of time. Service must be in a volunteer capacity, requiring untiring efforts on behalf of the BAC only and not for the purpose of individual glory or recognition. Alumni who are employed by the BAC are eligible for this award providing they are being recognized for an extensive body of work which is above and beyond their normal scope of work for which they are being paid. The work for which they are to be recognized must not be work for which they are paid as part of their job description.”